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Dear editor,

Diversity systems increase attacking challenges through

mechanisms such as system diversification design, redun-

dancy, or dynamic rotation. They resist various external

threats, including the unknown attacks on the system. Sev-

eral research studies have been conducted to analyze and

validate the security and effectiveness of diversity systems,

which are classified into three categories: theoretical anal-

ysis [1], simulation analysis [2], and experimental evalua-

tion [3]. Although previous research studies have been pro-

posed, they focus only on whether the software diversity can

provide security and how to improve the security of diversity

systems. Only a few studies discuss the differences between

the various types of diversity technologies. In this study, we

propose a diversity system evaluation method based on the

attack and defense experiment.

Diversity systems classification. Here, we classify the di-

versity systems into spatial, temporal, and hybrid diversity

systems.

The temporal diversity systems are those that rotate dif-

ferent executors or attributes over time, making the systems

behave differently in some aspects or present different at-

tributes in each period. The difference is shown over time;

therefore, we refer to this type of diversity as temporal diver-

sity. For example, the MTD systems [4], which dynamically

change the attack surface and show different characteristics

in different periods, are typical temporal diversity systems.

The spatial diversity systems make use of multiple exe-

cutions at the same time for one request and vote on the

results of the multiple executions to get a final output. As

different executions exist at the same time, we refer to this

type of diversity as spatial diversity. Typical representatives

of spatial diversity systems are voting-based heterogeneous

redundant systems, such as the SITAR [5].

The hybrid diversity system incorporates both spatial

and temporal diversity features. It is first used in the de-

sign of mimic defense dynamic heterogeneous redundancy

(DHR) architecture [6] based on our knowledge. As shown

in Figure 3 of [7], the system is implemented based on the

DHR architecture votes on the outputs of the redundant

executors. Also, it uses a dynamic selecting algorithm to

change the composition of the online executors over time.

The system is transformed into a temporal diversity system

if there is only one executor online. When the dynamic se-

lecting algorithm is not used, the system is transformed into

a spatial diversity system, which relies solely on redundant

executions and voting. The system is transformed into a

static and single-node normal system when both kinds of

diversity are not available.

Owing to the flexibility of the DHR architecture, we pro-

pose different diversity systems for experimental evaluation

based on the DHR and deploy the same web service on each

system. The essential components of these web server sys-

tems include a proxy and several executors. For the tempo-

ral diversity web server system, which is abbreviated as D-S,

only one executor is working online in each time while the

proxy rotates other executors to replace the online executor

in turn. For the spatial diversity web server system, which

is abbreviated as R-S, the proxy copies the request from

the client and dispatches the requests to different executors

simultaneously. Each executor processes the same request

and sends the response back to the proxy. Then, the proxy

votes on the responses and sends the final response back to

the client. In the hybrid strategy diversity system, which

is abbreviated as H-S, there are two sets of executors, in-

cluding the online and offline executors. The H-S runs as an

R-S basically, except that executors online will be replaced

with the executors in the offline set, based on the rotating

strategy.

Indicators. Compared with the traditional single-node

static system, the diversity system has both redundant and

dynamic characteristics. We propose the attack step length

and attack tolerant ability as the security indicators.

The interaction between an attacker and a system is con-

sidered as an attack step. When a specific attack succeeds,

the accumulated minimum number of attack step is the at-

tack step length, which is denoted as AL. The ability of

diversity systems to survive attacks is regarded as attack

tolerant ability, which is represented as AT. Assuming that

the total test time is T and the total surviving time of the

system is tsurvive, then AT = tsurvive/T .
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Figure 1 (Color online) The comprehensive comparison of

AL, AT, response delay, and cost for the tested systems.

Furthermore, we also quantify the diversity of executors

and running costs. The diversity value of executors sug-

gests the differences in the executor set. Inspired by the

Shannon-Wiener index [8], the diversity of executors is cal-

culated as diversity = −

∑
n

i=1
pilogpi/logn, for an executor

set composed of n executors. As for the cost, we focus on

the runtime cost Cflow in the evaluation. Cflow can be cal-

culated as Cflow =
∫
T

t=0
f(t) · cmov +

∫
T

t=0
r(t) · conline, where

cmov represents the cost of one dynamic change of an execu-

tor, and conline is the cost of working online per unit time

for an executor.

Experiments and analysis. The Trojan horse is one of the

typical attacks on web applications that reflects sufficient

details of attack and defense processes. In our experiments,

the attacker uses the Trojan horse to achieve remote access

and modify the home page. Then, only the fragile execu-

tor can be attacked successfully. To ensure the system is

possible to be attacked successfully, we included the fragile

executor in each tested diversity system.

Taking the fragile executor as an example, a successful

attack includes three steps, (1) uploading the Trojan horse,

(2) connecting the Trojan horse, and (3) modifying the home

page. From the attack case, we tested eight different di-

versity systems and the AL, AT, response delay, and cost

results. Figure 1 shows their comparison.

To make it easier to indicate a diversity system, we gave

a short name for each system. Taking “R3D4-1(simi)” as an

example, “R” denotes R-S, “3” means that there are three

online executors work simultaneously, “D” represents D-S,

“4” means that the total number of executors used is four,

“-1” denotes that the online executors’ combination rotates

once per minute, and “(simi)” indicates the existence of ex-

ecutors of the same type in the system executor set.

As shown in Figure 1, the general value performance of

R2 is the best, while the values of R3(simi) are the worst

among all the systems. Compared with R2, R3 has signifi-

cant response delay and cost. Therefore, for the R-Ses, the

response delay and cost are determined by the online voting

executors’ number. Still, the diversity of these executors is

the dominant factor of the defense ability.

For the D-Ses, the response delay values are almost the

same. The cost values of the D-Ses demonstrate a posi-

tive association with the rotation frequency. In addition,

the comparison between the D2-1 and D2-2 indicates that

a higher rotation frequency leads to a higher defense ability

and the diversity, executor number, and rotation frequency

all play a role in improving the defense ability of the D-Ses.

Results of R3(simi), D2-1(simi), and R3D4-1(simi) sug-

gest that the combination of the two kinds of diversity plays

a complementary role in defense ability; however, it also in-

creases the cost and response delay.

Conclusion. In this study, we propose the diversity sys-

tem as the research to grasp the difference between tempo-

ral and spatial diversity. Moreover, with the Trojan horse

attack experiments, the defense ability, cost, and response

delay of the diversity systems with different configurations

are evaluated and compared with each other.
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